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Sometbtng to believe

Sparkling debut

p
er's mes age to promote
·tudent involvem t ·

Base all team wins horn
opener o e Illinois.

Mild today with a
high of 64 degrees.
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Toad and Hootie

concert sold out
By JOHN BATES

lii!f wrtter
This year's spring concert performers, Toad the Wet Sprocket and
Hootie and the Blowfish, have
attracted a sell-out crowd for Satarday's performance.
"They'r.e two very current and
popular artists," said David Milberg,
director of student activities. "We
didn't expect them to sell so many
before (spring) break. We expected to
have a few left after break."
All but one of the 4,005 tickets
available were sold prior to spring
break, and the remaining ticket was
sold Monday.

Students bought 1,605 of the tickets, accounting for more than $19,000
in ticket sales. The general public, on
the other hand, provided $36,000 in
sales by purchasing 2,400 tickets.
In past years, students have usually bought roughly half of the tickets
sold, Milberg said.
More than 1,000 tickets were purchased in the first day of sales.
Tickets went on sale in late February.
The tickets for the concert were
listed at $12 for Eastern students
and $15 for the general public. The
concert is at 8 p.m. Saturday in Lantz
Gymnasium.
• See TICKETS Page 2

Jorns talks to senate
about restructuring ·
8y DAVE-UOSICK'
Administratlon editor
President David Jorns told the
Faculty Senate Tuesday that, despite
some administrators being upset, he
will continue to implement his plan
to restructure administrative responsibilities and focus on fund-raising.
Jorns was one of several administrators who were invited to visit the
senate to discuss the restructuring.
Others were unable to attend because
of conflicting schedules.
"These changes are designed to let
the university use its fund-raising
resources for the purpose of fundraising," Jorns said.
At the end of last month, Jorns

announced a plan to streamline institutional advancement to focus more
on fund-raising. Morgan Olsen, the
new vice president for business
affairs, will become the chief financial officer for the university Foundation, Eastern's multi-million dollar
fund-raising arm, which is currently
under the direction of Steve Falk,
vice president for institutional
advancement.
Since Jorns announced his plan,
administrators and faculty have
questioned the need for the reorganization. Falk said his future at
Eastern is unsure at this point, but
he plans to assist Jorns in imple-

t See JORNS Page 2

Spring fever
Eastern's campus begins to s1ww true signs of spring 1\Lesday as the
warm weather causes .flowers to bloom

Two compete for VP of public affairs office
By HEIDI KET'BLER

Student govenrment editor

Two students are competing
thus far in the April 19
Student Government elections
for the office of vice president
for public affairs.
Jason Anselment and Chris
Boyster have taken out ·petitions to run for the position.
The person holding the position is responsible for representing or appointing someone
to represent the student body
to the Board of Governors, the
Illinois Board of Higher
Education and the Charleston
City Council.
The person holding the post
will also represent the student
body to the individual governing board for Eastern set to
replace the BOG once that
body is eliminated in January.
The position offers a tuition
waiver.
Anselment, a sophomore
business management and
soci.al science major from

• Other students
announce candidacy for elections.
Page4
McLeansboro, said if elected to
the position he would focus on
improving Student Government's reputation.
"Number one, I would focus
on getting new and motivated
individuals into the system,
and number two, I think there
needs to be a concerted effort
to educate students on matters
that concern them, and I hope
to do that."
"The third and final thing is
that Student Government
needs to become more positive
productive," he said. "We need
student leaders to clarify goals
and work with the administration by offering input and
possible solutions."
Because he is a resident
assistant in Thomas Hall,

Anselment said he must wait
for approval from the Office of
Student Housing before
announcing his official candi·
dacy.
Anselment served one term
on the Student Senate and
currently serves as chairman
of the Tuition Review Committee and several housing
committees.
Chris Boyster, a senior political science and journalism
major from Sparta, said as vice
president for public affairs, he
would like to' earn respect for
the student body from the
IBHE, the BOG and the residents of Charleston.
"I want them to actually see
they'll be dealing with a student who's not just a student
who just listens to what they
want to do," he said. "I will
give them the students' point
of view and see that they
respect that."
Boyster has served two
terms on the senate and is currently the senate speaker.

Pair also running for VP
of academic affairs office
By HEIDI KEmLER
and LISA KOENIG
Staff writers

Two students are vying
for the vice president for
academic affairs position in
the April 19 Student Government elections.
Kiley Allen and Amy
Decker have taken peti·
tions to run for the office.
The vice president for
academic affairs supervises
the Student Government
coordination of the councils
on Academic Affairs, Graduate Studies, and Teacher
Education, and the Library
Advisory Board, and Textbook Rental Advisory
Board.
The individual serving in

the position also supervises
the grade appeals system
and acts as counsel for students seeking such appeals.
The position offers a
tuition waiver.
Allen, a freshman ele·
mentary education major
from Chicago, said she
would focus on bringing
diverse campus groups together.
"This campus is culturally diverse, and being African American · I see this
through the eyes of the
African-American students,
who are the least heard on
campus," she said.
Allen said as vice president for academic affairs
she would like to see more
• See ACADEMIC Page 2
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Republicans in the House seek tax breaks

WASHINGTON (AP) - Breaking
ranks on a key item in the "Contract
With America," nearly half the
Republicans in the House called
Tuesday for scaling back tax breaks
intended for wealthier families. "I
don't think that's out of the question," conceded Speaker Newt
Gingrich.
The White House and congressional Democrats instantly renewed
their attacks on Republicans as
benefactors of the rich. "I can certainly understand their unease .with
... regressive, trickle-down tax poli-

cy," taunted House Democratic leader
Dick Gephardt of Missouri, who
noted that Republicans also favor
cuts in school lunch and other nutrition programs.
With the GOP tax-cut measure
expected on the House floor next
week, 102 Republican lawmakers
cast their request to limit a $500per-child tax credit as an effort to
plow more money into deficit reduction. Even so, their proposal reflected
a broader debate among majority
Republicans in Congress - and
White House hopefuls - of the promi-

nence that tax cuts should receive in
the coming months.
.
As approved last week in the
House Ways and Means Committee,
the GoP tax bill would permit families earning up to $200,000 a year
the full, $500-per-child tax credit
promised in the "Contract With
America." A letter from 102 of the
230 House Republicans calls for a
vote on lowering the cap to $95,000.
"Passage of this amendment would
still cover 85 percent of the families
in America," the group wrote.
However, they wrote· that it would

also mean "an additional $12 billion
to $14 billion in savings for deficit
reduction." The Republicans intend
to bring the tax-cut measure to the
floor at the same time as spending
cuts to pay for it.
Republican leaders have made
numerous compromises in the past
75 days as they maneuvered their
ambitious agenda toward passage.
House approval of the balancedbudget amendment came only after
the leadership bowed to GOP moderates and dropped a provision requiring a two-thirds vote to raise taxes.

State plans first double execution in 42 years
JOLIET, Ill. (AP) - Two murdering an office worker.
killers awaited lethal injection Willia.ms, 40, pleaded guilty to
early Wednesday in Illinois' abducting, raping and shooting
first double execution in more to death a childbirth instructor
than 42 years.
he had held prisoner in the
James Free and Hernando trunk of his car for 36 hours.
Both killings were in 1978.
Williams were to die an hour
apart at Stateville Correc- The dual execution was a mattional Center. Free was to go ter of coincidence; the state
Supreme Court set the execufirst, shortly after midnight.
Free, 41, was convicted of tion dates.

The executions were to be
the third and fourth since
Illinois reinstated the death
penalty in 1977. Illinois' last
double execution was Oct. 17,
1952.
Only Texas and Arkansas
have executed more than one
person on a single day since
the Supreme Court allowed
capital punishment to resume

in 1976. Texas put two men to
death Jan. 31. Arkansas executed two on May 11 and three
on Aug. 3.
Tuesday evening, attorneys
for Free filed a petition for a
stay with the U.S. Supreme
Court after a federal appeals
court rejected his bid earlier in
the day.
A federal judge turned down

Williams' rf}quest for a stay,
said
Anna
Kukec;
a
spokeswoman for the Illinois
attorney general. He had been
turned down by the U.S.
Supreme Court on Friday.
Willia.ms, who is black, contended that blacks were systematically excluded from the
jury that decided he was eligible for the death penalty.

FROM PAGE ONE

Tickets ____________________________________
•From Page 1
Milberg said he was disappointed
by the low student turnout. He
expected more students to attend
since they had three days to buy tickets before they were offered to the
general public.
.
John Kunz, University Board concert coordinator, said he was pleased

with the turnout.
turnout."
had several hits, its bigg.est being
Kunz credits the sellout to the stuLast year, Eastern hosted alterna- "Walk on the Ocean" from the album
dents, saying that he believes many of tive bands Blind Melon and They ' Fear.
the tickets sold to the public were Might Be Giants on separate dates.
Hootie and the Blowfish recently
purchased by friends of Eastern stu- Fewer than half of the seats for each released their fourth album, Cracked
dents.
show were sold.
Rear View, featuring the single "Hold
"I think a lot had to do with stuToad the Wet Sprocket has released My Hand." Other independent releasdent turnout," Kunz said. "The stu- several albums, including its most es by the band include Time and
dents wanted the ba~ds. It's a good recent, Dulcinea. The band has also Kootchypop.

Academic _ _ __
t From Page 1
menting the plan. ·
Some senate members said
Jorns' plan might play a part
in Falk's career decision.
"I believe in Steve Falk,"
said Senate Secretary Gail
Mason. "I think this university should do everything possible to keep Steve here and
not to push him away."
Jorns said the plan is
meant to benefit Falk and
the university.
"These changes will let
Steve focus more on fundraising and to take away
some of his administrative
responsibilities;" Jorns said.
"Steve's a very sensitive person, and I understand that
this is a concern for him.
"I am sorry that Mr. Falk

and others are upset, but I the President's Council will
have to take the long-view meet today and will likely
and to not go through with approve a policy restricting
this would be taking the smoking in all university
short-view," Jorns said.
buildings - including O'Brien
Jorns also assured the sen- Stadium - and university
ate that his plan "amounts to vehicles.
about 10 cents worth of
If approved, the no-smokchange" and should not be ing policy will become effeccause for concern.
tive on July 1.
Senate member Jane
• The senate discussed the
Lasky questioned the need upcoming Faculty Elections
for such minimal change.
that will be held on Thursday
"If this amounts to such and Friday in the lobby of
little change, then why the Martin Luther King Jr.
should we even continue to University Union.
pursue it if it is causing so
Mason said there may be a
much havoc?" Lasky asked.
need to conduct a s pecial
Jorns said tha t, although election in the future to elect
the plan changes little, the candidates from the a r t ,
benefits from the restructure music and theater departwill be quite apparent.
ments - the only d e partAlso at Tuesday's meeting: ments not represented on the
• Jorns announced that ballot.
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NOW WE DEL,IVER

• 5aked Italian eandwic;h
on Foc;c;ac;ia 17read w/c;up
of eoup or ealad
• Chicken fried ~teak,
real maehed potatoee,
vegetal71ee and roll
• Garden omelette, with
eoup and a muffin
EVENING SPECIALS

r--------------------, r--------------------,
One Large
One Topping

Only $795 plus tax
or
TWO LARGE ONE
Topping
$1195
Only
plus tax

Mon-Sat AfTEK 5PM
Southwe6tem chicken
with 6alatJ antJ corn
"reatJ

L------ - ------------ - ~

GREAT BREAKFASTS
EV ERY M ORr")ING !
~~ 1th ~ _~ _3ur!1~r1.,~

emphasis placed on more
minority recruitment from
cities like Chicago.
Allen has had no experience in the Student Government, but said she was
the student body president
at her high school for four
years and is a "wonderful
leader."
Decker, a junior.speech
communicati-On major from
Charleston, said her main
focus as vice president for
academic affairs would be
ensuring the system of student deans remains intact.
"I think that's a great
idea," she said. "I'd like to
get that project on the ball
and keep it going."

<I) I!t!l~~~~

LUNCH SPECIALS

•

A system of student
deans is being established
for each of the four undergraduate colleges at Eastern as well as the graduate
school to provide student
input in decisions regarding
the university.
The deans will provide
suggestions in areas such as
program planning, curricu1um development and the
acquisition, usage and
maintenance of facilities
and equipment for the colleges and graduate school.
Decker h a s served two
terms on the senate and is a
member of Alpha Gamma
Delta sorority, the Panhellenic Council and the
Greek Standards Board.

•FromPage 1
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Two Medium
One Topping
and
Eight Piece

Crazy Bread
1

Only

sio69 plus tax

I

L----------------- --- ~

Valid Tbru 4'121195
. privers Carry Less than $20
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New business park

to receive tax break
By JEREMY R. KIRK
Sta.ff writer

FILE PHOTO

One man, one message

Brother Dan. afamiliar voice in the campus Ubrary quad. was on hand again Tuesday to
tell students about the evils of the world and how they should change their Uves.

The Charleston City
Council voted Tuesday to
expand the county's enterprise zone to include the
new business park on Illinois Route 16 at Loxa
Road.
Businesses that move into
the enterprise zone will
receive 10 years of property
tax abatements and will not
have to pay sales taxes on
materials used to improve
the property.
Mayor Dan Cougill said
the change will make the
community more attractive
to businesses that wish to
locate in the area.
"We took areas in Charleston zoned industrial in
the corridor and included
that in our definition of the
enterprise zone," Cougill
said.
Cougill said that businesses must seek the approval of three taxing bodies

to be granted enterprise
zone status, but under this
provision, businesses will
get the benefits if they are
in the zone.
"There was the problem
that one 'no' vote could
screw up another city's economic growth," Cougill said.
"We want to streamline the
process."
Three businesses, American Broom Co., Mattoon-Charleston Ready-Mix,
and Miller and Overton
Trucking, all of Mattoon,
have applied for locations in
the enterprise zone.
In addition to the 13square-mile zone, a twosquare-mile buffer will be
included to expand the zone
if necessary.
The Coles County Board
approved the enterprise
zone expansions last week.
The Mattoon and Oakland
city councils and the Illinois
Depart.m ent of Commerce
and Community Affairs
must also approve the zone.

Three area women AB budget amendments
honored Tuesday proposed and tabled

"I am also feeling a little
horror because I now have t.o
live up t.o the award," Jones
Three women were hon- added.
ored Tuesday evening in the
The third award was given
Tarble Arts Center for their t.o Krashak for her contribuhard work and dedication t.o tions to physical education
Eastern, the local community and her promotion of "generand women's causes.
al well-being" for women
Betty Boyer, publisher of through her work at the
the Charleston Times-Cour- Mattoon Area YMCA. Krasier; Johnetta Jones, Eastem's hak teaches an aerobics class
direct.or of minoritjr affairs; for 55- t.o 60-year-old women.
and Christine Krashak, an
Krashak said Tuesday's
Eastern graduate student, award is the first of its kind
received the Women of she has received. She also
Achievement Awards from said it was a surprise beEastem's Women's Studies cause she never thought she
Council.
would be honored for doing
Boyer was recognized for something she loves to do her contributions t.o journal- helping others.
ism and the community.
Two student writing
"I am extremely honored," awards were also presented
Boyer said. "But all I have at the banquet to Lamelle
dcme is my job, nothing out- Rawlins, for winning a first
standing, just what everyone prize award for her essay
else would have done."
"Feminism: A Challenge to
Jones was honored for her Stay the Course."
contributions t.o the Eastern
Rawlins said she has
and local communities. She always considered herself a
was also recognized for her strong feminist. Writing her
support of women's causes award-winning essay allowed
and rights, specifically for her t.o express her ideas in a
minority women.
friendly way.
Jones said she was surAn additional writing
prised t.o receive the award, award was given to. Janice
but embarrassed because she Hunt for her essay "Rape
did not think she did any- Victims' Identities: The Arguthing worthy of the award.
ment for Anonymity."
By DANIELLE LAFAYE'ITE

"Sta1f writer

Get Over the Hump At :

~sarty's
~~Steak

Sandwich

w/fries 'Jil
$3 Pitchers

Red Dog, Icehouse, & Lite

$110 Amaretto Mixers
Tonite: Mozzarella Sticks~-

By SCOTT BOEHMER

Staff writer

Amended budgets for six student organizations were tabled at Tuesday's Apportionment
Board meeting.
Jeff Kocis, AB chairman, said that the AB
had an estimated t.otal of $310,000 t.o distribute
for the 1995-1996 school year. This amount is
based on $14.50 per student taken out of student activity fees for each semester.
AB members Jill Rice and Jeanie Rzepka
presented .proposed amended budgets. Although all of the budgets wer~ cut, the t.otal
amount requested is still several thousand dollars more than the amount available, according
t.oRzepka.
The AB probably will have to review the
requests again next week t.o look for additional
cuts, Rice said.
Remaining recommendations will be presented next week, with voting on them t.o occur possibly as early as next week, Kocis said.
Kocis acknowledged that some groups that
have requested money may think the proposed
cuts are drastic. But the cuts need t.o be made.
"You have to realize we're facing almost
$82,000 in cuts that have t.o be made,~ Kocis
said. "Naturally, some areas do get cut harder
than others."
The AB's own budget was cut from the
requested amount of$37,728 t.o $34,675.
Rice and Rzepka suggested that the budget
for Sports and Recreation be cut from the
requested $112,580 t.o $101,072. This included
a cut in the amount of money requested for student workers from $95,450 to $87,000. AB
member Matt Hermann said the department is
"losing a lot of money already due t.o work-stud-

''You have to realize
we're facing almost
$82,000 in cuts that have
to be made. Naturally,
some areas do get cut
harder than others."

-Jeff Kocis
AB Chairman
ies."
Rice and Rzepka recommended that the
Student Senate's budget be cut from the
requested $28,980 t.o $23,985.
The University Board's general budget initially was recommended t.o be cut from $39,795
t.o $18,785. However, this reduction included a
cut from $21,450 to $7,150 to pay graduate
assistants. Several AB members argued the
amount originally requested was necessary t.o
have enough graduate assistants t.o run the UB.
The UB Comedy Committee's request was
recommended t.o be cut from 24,270 t.o $23,190.
Greenstein said the Comedy Committee is
responsible for the UB's most popular events.
Rice and Rzepka's presentation included cutting the UB Homecoming Committee's budget
from $8,005 t.o $5,920. The budget cuts are a
result of not needing as much money for 199596 as for 1994-~5, the university's centennial
year.

Universit1y Board Human Potential Committee Presents

Jack Gladstone's
"Circle of 'L ife"
Monday, March 27, 1995
·Spm University Ballroom
$1 students • $3 general public
• Direct Descendant of Blackfeet Indian Chief
Red Crow• Singer• Songwriter• Storyteller
-
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Protection involves more than carrying gun
I

A night-shift worker walks
home alone in the small hours of
the morning when he is approached by a mugger demandIng his wallet.
.The assailant, a large, imposIng figure, brandishes a knife, or
maybe he just makes threats of
violence. The worker coolly pulls
1
a handgun from beneath his
jacket and scares off the wouldbe attacker.
Sounds good, rtght? A

Student deans
not necessary
to get job done
With the frequent turnover of Student
Senate members and Student Government
executives, one has to wonder If a recent proposal to Institute student deans Is feasible and
appropriate.
At last Thursday's meeting, an executive
order was raised to
establish student deans
for each of the four
undergraduate colleges
and the graduate school program. The student
deans would then provide input on decisions
about program planning, curriculum development and the acquisition, usage and maintenance of facilities and equipment for the colleges and graduate school , among other
things.
But part of a Student Senate member's job is
to seek out the concerns of students and follow
through with those concerns by Initiating
action within Student Government. By instituting deans, Student Government will only be
going In circles trying to do what their job
descrlption calls for In the first place.
The Idea of providll4g student input on key
Issues within the colleges and graduate program Is obviously a good one. But that function
should be able to be accompllshed within the
existing framework of Student Government.
The proposed duties of student deans could
easily be accompllshed by committees already
within the senate. The new positions could
potentially expand the bureaucracy within
Student Government.
Student Government should also watch
itself and make- sure It does not fall back into
the rut of accepting unqualified applicants or
friends of other Student Senate members to fill
unnecessary positions. Finding qualified stud ents for the current positions is toug h .
Chances are, these new deans positions could
allow for more resume padding.
Student Government should make better
use of its current resources instead of creating
additional positions for someone to add to
one's resume. By instituting student deans,
senate members will simply be creating more
cronyism than representation of the student
body.

• l
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m against government b y
W&JYWJ

- Harold L. Ickes

The National Rifle Association,
which is behind the state-bystate effort to legalize concealed
weapons, likes to cite statistics
that show Aorida's handgun
homicide rate fell in 1990 and
1991 after the law passed.
But the NRA likes to choose its
figures selecttvely. What the gun
lobbyists are not telling you Is
that Ronda In 1993 still had the
highest rate of violent crime In
the a:xmtry.

"We can safel.y
asswne then
that the peace Of
mind a hnrulnWl
'
~
might provide
doesn't cany
into actual prac&A.A.I

Chris
Sundhelm

tice."

responsible armed citizen makes - - - - - - - - - - - - - - What's more, authorities have
a stand against crime. Maybe that mugger will think twice
recorded two distinct trends associated with the connext time, the brute.
cealed-weapons legislation. Criminals are more likely to
This scenario Is the essence of a movement in the
attack tourists, who seldom cany handguns, and criminals
llllnols Legislature to legalize c.anying concealed weapons. are more likely to shoot someone If they think that person
State statutes, of course, rurrently prohibit most people
may shoot them first.
from canying handguns on the street.
As a result, Aorida lawmakers scaled back the right to
But would it happen that way?
cany a concealed weapon In 1990 and 1991 , especially
In their eagerness to protect citizens from crime, leglsafter several newspapers documented cases in which violators are ttylng to help citizens protect themselves. The
lent people were granted concealed-weapons permits.
move to relax gun laws is not really a new idea- 23
The NRA has a ridiculous slogan: "An armed nation is a
states already allow residents to cany concealed weapons. polite nation." This suggestion that allowing people to
Many states only recently approved the new regulations.
cany concealed weapons will somehow improve their
In Illinois, this is a hot new suggestion. Three bills to
dvillty Is particularly hard to swallow. We ought to have
allow citizens to cany concealed weapons are in the early
impeccable manners with more than 40 million privately
stages of debate In the Statehouse. Supporters are sure
owned handguns circulating In the United States. Do we?
that allowing law-abiding citizens to cany handguns will
Of the more than 13,200 handgun murders in the
e1en their odds ag.llnst criminals.
United States In 1992, only 264 were "justifiable" horniA bill proposed by Sen. Kirk Dillard, R-Hlndsdale,
ddes by civilians, government statistics show. Only about
would require completion of a firearms safety or training
1 percent of all victims of violent crime use a gun to decourse before an Illinois resident could obtain a permit to
fend themselves. We can safely assume then that the
cany a handgun.
peace of mind a handgun might provide doesn't cany
Permit applicants also would have to be at least 21
into actual practice.
years old, have lived in the state for the past five years
The limited facts avallable lead to at least one obvious
and possess a valid firearm owner's ID card. Anyone conconclusion: Our opening anecdote simply wouldn't hapvicted of a felony or a misdemeanor lnvoMng the use or
pen that way in the overwhelming majority of instances.
threat of physical-force violence couldn't receive a permit.
Violent crime Is much messier than that. Protection of
Aorida is the only state that has kept comprehensive
innocent citizens Involves far more than allowing them to
statistics concerning concealed-weapons laws. The result:
cany handguns casually, which Instead courts disaster.
Allowing people to cany concealed weapons has not significantly reduced crime, despite backers' claims that it is a
- Chris Sundheim is associate news editor and a regular
sure-fire deterrent.
c.olumnist for 1he Daily £.astern Nevvs.

Your turn
UB speaker will raise
students' awareness
on sex harassment
Dear editor:
In recent years, the topic of soclal
Issues have become a concern that
affects the lives of many people
throughout the country. We will all
eventually graduate from this university and have to face real world Issues
that demand a need for awareness
and thus cannot be Ignored.
One role of an institution of higher
education Is to challenge the f!!tleryday thought process of students as
well as raise the le1el of consciousness regarding pertinent societal
Issues. That Is a major role of the
University Board lectures committee.
Of these detrimental issues, sexual
harassment has been one of the largest growing soclal problems. In an
effort to broaden awareness of this
Issue as well as simply educate those
students who are unfamiliar with the
effects of sexual harassment, the UB
has asked Anita Hill to give a lecture
at Eastern this e1ening.
Hill's main focus of the lecture will
be to educate and discuss with sttidents, on the behavior that is considered sexual harassment and the steps
that shOuld be taken In order to combat the problem in the worl<place.
Her main focus of this lecture is not to
only tell about her experience, but to
make aware the very serious consequences surrounding this Issue.
We will at some point in our lives
be approached with this and we
must take time to try and understand
the m eaning and effects of sexual
harassment so that vve m ay e1entually become part of the group that prioritizes the safety to be taken in
w orking organizations.
The UB is sponsoring this e1ent for
the sole purpose of educating and
increasing awareness. Hill is one of
many excellent people who could do
just that as well as ~~r ~y ques;-

···

tlons that audience members may
have. She Is knowledgeable and
works at helping others to get a better understanding of the broad perspective of this topic. Please consider
attending this lecture this e1ening at
8 p.m. In the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union; It can only help you prepare
for the future.
Keith Lipke

UBchalrman

People should judge
others on character,
not their skin color
Dear editor:
Why Is It that when a black person
acts like a jackass, some people call
him or her a nigger? But when a
white person acts like a jackass, these
same people just call him or her a
jackass.
Why are there at least twice as
many derogatoiy names for nonwhite mlnortty cultures than there are
for the majority white culture?
Why is it that the number of scholarships for non-white minorities
doesn't correlate with the actual
number of non-white minorities that
are currently enrolled at good ole
Eastern?
Why is it that when the w ord
minority ls brought up, some people
automatic.ally assume that it me.ans
African-American?
Why is It that when some (though
not all) black people are congratulated on a job w ell done, they state that
they are proud to be African-American? But when these same people
are criticized, they claim that the person that's criticizing them is "getting
down on the black r~?" Please note
the obvious switch from the AfricanAmerican to black.
Why is it that Lawrence L. Chambliss, a senior at Eastern, who is black,
wrote in the Feb. 23 Issue oflhe
Daily Eastern News that "outside of
house partiei' and union parties. black. _

students will have no other form d
entertainment in Charleston?" Yes
that's a direct quote from a man who
took it upon himself to speak for the
whole black population at Eastern. I
find it extremely distressing that an
educated blaCk man would make a
generalized and blanket "stereotyph
c.al" remark like that
Has Chambliss e1er heard of a
movie theater? Has he e1er heard d
a concert or an orchestra? Has he
e1er heard of a play or gone to see a
comedian perfonn at the Rathskeller?
Has he e1er picked up a book to read
that wasn't assigned to him in dass1
Why is it that in almost every Dally
Eastern News special report on mlnortt;y relations, the reporters feel the
need to tell the color of the Instructors that they are Interviewing? Why
does it seem that they've only interviewed black and white instrud'Ols1
Has the paper not been able to Interview many Indian or Asian Instructors, or has it just not been able to
assign them one of the primary
from the visible spectrum yet?
Speaking of colors, why have the
News reporters spent most of their
energy and resources on reveaJinS
relations between blacks and whl
Why hasn't the paper gone into
much detail on other non-white
mlnortty cultures and their relationships with others?
My mom always told me that It'
not what's on the outside that
but what's on the inside of a pe
that tells of their true persooa!tty,
Why Is it that many people, r
less of their own ethnicity, judge
another by the color of their skin
not by the content of their char
One last thing. Why can't we all
just get along like mature human
beings? Many people consider us
part of Generation X. So now It's
tum to either put up or shut up.
Society considers us adults, so~
don't we show them that we can
like adults?

_

_
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Petition
deadline
Friday
Applications to run in
the April 19 St:udent
Govemment alec:Lio.ns will
be:. 11,1.."repled until 4-~30 p.m.
Frid y.
Petitions ~o run in the
election are availa ble i n
the Student Goverrun~nt
Office of the Martin Luther King .Jr. ·niveT ity
Union.
Five executive positions
wiU be open: viee presidents for public affa i rs,
student affairs, academic
affairs and fintmciaJ f .
fairs. and student body
ptesident.

Individuals electad to

wm

executive positi<m&
~ive tuition waivtJl"lil for

their terms of office.
1n addition, 16 Student
Sen.ate aeata will be open.
All positions are for
one,.;yeiu- tarms.
Stu.dents rwining for
Mats on the aenate must
collect 25 signatures from
!Students in the dist.rid for
which they an .numiDg,
and wtlJdeDts running for
~cutiv~ poaitions must

collect 100 aignaturea
from itUdeilta liViq on or
off campus.
To run for a position in
the Studen.t Government,
ttudents mUlt maintain a
2.26 minimum cwn\llative
grede-point average and
be lull-time students in
goo4 academic and dbicipl.in#ty staiading with the
university.
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Two students try for VP post
By HEIDI KEIBLER

Student government editor
Two students have taken
out petitions to run for the
office of vice president for
student affairs in the April
19 Student Government elections.
Jeff Zilch and Lisa Garrison will be competing for
the position.
The vice president for student affairs represents the
student body on all committees, boards, councils and
task forces under Lou Hen-

By HEIDI KEIBLER

Student government editor
Vice President for Financial Affairs
Jeff Kocis said Tuesday he has no intentions of running for student body president and never has.
Kocis said he believes someone signed
his name as a joke to a sheet listing students who took out petitions to run for
the office.
"It happens every year as a joke," he
said. 'Tm not really upset."
Kocis said he has been aware for
"some time" that his name was on the

w/ coffee or tea $

DINNER
1•001

I

300

candidate list, but he
"never bothered to
scratch it out."
"I was pretty sure
everybody knew it was
a joke," he said. "I'm
graduating. I've got a
job lined up."
A student claiming to
be Thomas Biewald,
Kocis's roommate and
Jeff Koets
"media spokesperson,"
told The Daily Eastern News Monday
that Kocis was. running for student body
president and the signature on the peti-

tion sheet was, in fact, legitimate.
However, Kocis, who was unavailable
for comment Sunday and Monday, said
Tuesday the person claiming to be his
media spokesperson was not Biewald.
Biewald said he is "irritated as hell"
that he was misrepresented.
•
. "This is ridiculous," he said. "Whoever
made that quote made me look totally
stupid. How would you like to be quoted
as saying 'a whole ton of a bunch?"'
The person claiming to be Biewald
Monday said Kocis hadn't "talked to me
a whole ton of a bunch about his plans
and stuff."

King Jr. University Union.
activities.
The new attendance poliThe proposed resolution
would place a referendum cy will go into place regardA resolution to place a · on the ballot asking stu- , less of the referendum's
referendum on the April 19 dents if they agree to place results, but it will only be
Student Government elec- a new attendance policy in placed in the Student Govtion ballot to ensure excused the Student Government ernment Constitution if it is
absences are not counted Constitution.
approved, said Kristie
against students will be
The policy would require Kahles, vice president for
voted on at tonight's Stu- instructors to grant make- academic affairs and author
dent Senate meeting.
up privileges to students for of the resolution.
The senate will meet at 7 verified absences because of
"The attendance policy is
p.m. in the Arcola-Tuscola illness, emergency or partic- going to be in effect anyway,
Room of the Martin Luther ipation in official university but it better protects stu-

By SCOTT BOEHMER

Staff writer

9

2~ 5

dents if it's in the constitution," Kahles said.
Senate secretary Dave
Greenstein said the resolution is a good idea.
"As long as you have a
valid reason (for the absence), you should not be
punished for that," Greenstein said.
Kahles said she is confident the senate will pass
the resolution to place the
referendum on the ballot.

••••

4:00 Club
9 100 Bud Light tr

4110

Soup/Sandwich Special

Because Garrison is a resident assistant in Ford Hall,
she is awaiting approval to
run for the position from the
Office of Student Housing
before announcing her official
bid.
Zilch, a sophomore speech
communication _major from
Glenn Ellen, said he wants to
"find out what students' concerns are and act on them."
Zilch named the Charleston drinking water and the
Office of Financial Aid as
areas he will address if elected.

Senate to vote on·attendance referendum

Meatloaf Bt Mashed
Potato w/ veggie
coffee or tea $

Garrison said she would
also strive for a better working relationship among all
student organizations.
"I think we need to work
together more on a personal
basis," she said. "We need to
get out of all this paperwork
and meet and talk to people."
Garrison served one term
on the Student Senate and is
currently the executive director of the Multi-Cultural
Student Union. She is also a
member of the National Residence Hall Honorary and the
Student Volunteer Board.

Kocis misrepresented in petition

Way Back Wednesday
&:

cken, Eastern's vice president
for student affairs.
The vice president for student affairs receives a tuition
waiver for the year he or she
is in office.
Garrison, a junior sociology major from Hampton, said
as vice president for student
affairs, she would like to
develop a feeling of community among students.
"I'm tired of people always
talking the talk and never
walking the walk," she said.
"I feel I could do a lot of positive things for the students."

DONllO'S PIZZA SPRING BREAN

Miller Lite Drafts
Strawbeny Daiquiris
tr Margaritas

Free Soft Drink RellII During Lunch It Dinner
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1
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Coles County airport defers
business to commercial flights
By ERIC BECKER
Staff writer

County to Midway Airport in
Chicago.
Great Lakes Aviation airFlights from Coles County line will provide flights from
Memorial Airport to Chi- Coles County to O'Hare
cago's O'Hare International sometime before May 1.
have been put on hold for
Officials fought for O'Hare
more than a month because services because the airport
other airports are in greater has more national and inneed of a commercial airline ternational connections than
service.
Midway, a smaller airport on
Jerry Carter, manager of the outskirts of the city..
the Coles County Memorial Carter has estimated a lot of
Airport, said other airports flights to O'Hare will be
have priority to Great Lakes from business traffic.
Aviation before Coles County
The short delay hasn't
because they are currently caused any problems, Carter
without commercial services. said.
"Unlike some airports,
"We do not see it as any
this one now has services," problem, we just do not have
Carter said. "We are not a precise date set for this,"
without service at this time." Carter said.
Northern Star airline proGreat Lakes Aviation was
vides flights from Coles chosen to run the route

because it would work without subsidy money from the
U.S. Department of Transportation.
Recent legislation requires
O'Hare to restore access to
smaller airports that once
were linked .to the Chicago
airport, but later lost their
landing slots.
American Eagle Airlines
offered routes from Coles
County to O'Hare, but cut off
its services in January 1991,
ending 35 years of flights to
O'Hare.
The Department of Transportation
designated
Midway Connections, now
Northern Star Airlines, to
replace American Eagle.
However, the airline only
had access to Midway Airport.

GANDOLFI
CHIROPRACTIC
11th Anniversary
EVERYTHING'S FREE
(on first visit)

After eleven years of prov1dmg Eastern SfudenfS
with quality Chiropractic care, we are welcoming
the students back to school.
To welcome you back we are offering to perform
our services on your first visit absolutely free
with this ad! This includes consultation,
treatment, and X-rays if indicated.

Call NOW to schedule your appointment.

Square may see improvement
City hopes historic look attracts tourists
By THERESA GAVLIN

The board would remodel the Square to
improve Charleston's image and attract people traveling through the area. Pearson said
The Charleston Square could undergo a the change should lead to a higher sales rate
face-lift this summer to give the community a in the city.
more historic look.
·
The TIF district runs from Railroad Street
Charleston's Tax Increment Financing to Van Buren Avenue, and from Fourth to
Board is in the process of purchasing decora- 11th streets.
tive street lights, old-fashioned street signs
Old-fashioned street signs will line the
and outdoor furniture to give the Square a nine-block area around the Square. The street
more historical atmosphere and increase signs, which will be black with white lettertourism in the community.
ing, will display the words "Historic
"We'll be trying to make it happen as soon Charleston" across the top with the city seal
as possible," said Bob Pearson, chairman of below them.
the TIF Board. "We basically are just present"The street signs give a neat, clean image of
ing the idea to the City Council."
the downtown area," Pearson said.
Stall wrlle:r

GANDOLFI
CHIROPRACTIC
2115 18th St.

Call 345-4065
*New Patients only, Ad must be presented on 1st visit
Expires March 31, 1995
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Council to focus
on strategic plan
The Council on University
Planning and Budgeting will
discuss the university's strategic plan at its meeting at 2
p.m. today in the ArcolaTuscola Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Jill Nilsen, special assistant to the president, said
the CUPB will discuss the
status of the strategic plan
and how well the university
is complying with its objectives.
"(The) CUPB will look at
the strategic planning process, and we will be soliciting
input from them about how

the process is going," Nilsen
said. "We will also discuss if
the overall umbrella plan is
still accurate and if it focuses
on the needs of the university."
The strategic plan, launched in 1993 by President
David Jorns, is an outline of
goals and objectives the university aims to achieve by

Activist to address
feminism, abortion
By MEGUMI ONOZAKI
Staff writer

Carol Nan Crossed, executive director for the Seamless Garment Network, will
present "Feminism, Violence
and Abortion" at 7 p.m.
Thursday in the Coleman
Hall Auditorium.
The Seamless Garment
2000.
Network is a federation of
Nilsen said the primary
140 groups across the counfocus of the meeting will be
try
that support a consistent
to look at how well the
ethic
of life among both libstrategic plan is completing
erals and conservatives.
its goals and to evaluate if
"Her message will be to
changes are needed.
get
involved in causes you
- Staff report
believe in and protest peacefully," said Peter Voelz, associate professor of journalism.
Crossed is a Native-American activist for the Indian
Rights -Cooperative, the Women's Peace Encampment,
Eastem's percussion ensem- the instruments to be used are
World Food Day and Bread
bles will perform a concert berimbaos, which are musical for the World in New York.
Thursday featuring a wide bows, the bata and a full line of
Crossed participated in
Latin percussion instruments, the Civil Rights Movement
variety of musical styles.
Four student groups will be he said.
and protested against the
performing at the concert,
"The music choices range
Vietnam War during the
including the small ensemble, from absolute traditional folk 1960s. She has also been
large ensemble, a berimbao to modern urban Latin, from
involved with the North
ensemble and a bat.a ensemble. Capoeria to Afro-Cuban salsa American and Indigenous
'nie ensembles will perform to Latin jazz," Williams said.
People of Latin American
at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the
Four songs will be performed Project, the· Third World
Dvorak· Concert Hall of the during the concert to emphaVisiting Journalist Program
size the Latin flair, "Yubambe," and the World Health OrDoudna Fine Arts Building.
All of the music will be Latin "Latin Injection," "Maiden ganization Conference on
and performed using tradition- Voyage," which is traditional Women and Children for
al instruments and a full horn jazz with plena style, and
more than 30 years.
line, said Craig Williams, direc- "Cant.Oabakau," Williams said
She also has -been an editor of the ensembles. Some of
- Staff"Report

Percussion concert
to feature 4 groups

'

Professor to discuss
women on screen
By VANEB&A .JOHNSON
Staffwriter

As part of Erurtem'9 Wo--

mon's flistoey and Awarenesa Month.. themed "Promise11 taJ{eep," distmguished
professor June SDchen will
speak Thursday about. women in ent.ertainmenL
SDchen Will peak at 12:30
p.m . in th Coleman Hall
Auditorium.
S<ichen is a history profe&
sor and women's hlirt<»ry spe-

cia lil~l at Northeastern n.
linois University in Chicagn.
She was named th BOO-rd
of Go\rernors• Distinguished

Professor for 1994-95 because of her excellence in
teacbiog. l"t'$&ltth and community servieo. 'Thu titl
requires her to lecture et
each oft.he five BOG oniverl'lities, including Ea.stem.
'1t.. is fitting fq,r a univentlty system that places a top
priority on t.eaehing excetl·
lence to honor professors
considered tJ.ie JlUlSter teacli~
tor and writer for several
magazines and newsletters
and has testified before Congress about non-violent civil
disobedience.

er.s, BOG Ohantellor Thomas D. Leyz:ell said in a
preas release. "She has de.
monst.ratE!d superb abilities
lmd dedication t.o atudenls in
the 30 years she has taught
at (Northeastern .

Socheo' presentation
"Women Entertainers ae
Reformers" was inspired by
her latest book, "Mae West:
She Who Laughs, Last.
Her leeture will feature
clips of women entertainers,

inc1uding Katherine Hep.ham nnd M.lu)· TYier Moore,

who were among the fir t
fe-male ent"0rtnlners to be
economically ~J.t.sufficient.
Their public roles were
uniqu.e in time when wo.
men were hugelY UJider..~

~.

Sochen'a lecture will be
hosted by Eastem•s 1994-95
Diatingu1ahed Professor
Gary Wallace, one of the

state's lead
in earth acience edut:ati911
The leeture ilt free and
open to the public.
Crossed has received numerous awards for her activities, including election to
the Women's Wall of Fame
last year in Rochester, N.Y.

University Board Presents

~·••ight
/

'Wecfriescfay, March 22
8 pm (jrancf 'Ba{{room
For Tickets, Call The University Ticket Office • 581-5122
Limi-tecf Seat:ing .9Lvaifa6fe
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The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-

line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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Education majors needed to
nanny for six children in
Effingham. Two positions available. Summer evenings approximately 20 hours, summer weekends, approximately 20 hours.
Must have experience with children and be able to plan activities
for various ages. Only serious
need apply. 342-2131 ext. 101 or
234-4937 and leave message.

-------~:V-31

Telephone surveyors needed
part-time hours Monday thru
Thursday 2:00 to 8:00 pm, Sat
9:00 to 3:00 pm, work hours of
your choice (minimal of 15 hours
per week, maximum of 30 hours).
$4.75 per hour, bonuses available. Apply in person at 2115
18th St., Charleston.

------=-=c:-:~=---3123 .

CAMP COUNSELORS wanted
for private Michigan boys/girls
summer camps. Teach: swimming, canoeing, sailing, waterskiing, gymnastics, riflery, archery,
tennis, golf, sports, computers,
camping, crafts, dramatics, OR
riding. Also kitchen, office, maintenance. Salary $2100 or more
plus R & B. Camp LWC/GWC,
1765 Maple, Nfld., IL 60093. 708446-2444.
4119
A--LA_S_K_A__,,S-u..,..M=M-=-=E::-::R:--::E-:-M:-::P""LOYMENT! EARN THOUSANDS
THIS SUMMER IN CANNERIES,
PROCESSORS,
ETC.
M A L E /'F E M A L E •
ROOM/BOARD/TRAVEL OFTEN
PROVIDED! GUIDE. GUARANTEED SUCCESS! (919)929-4398
extA1060.
____________.....,....414
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING· Travel
the world while earning an excellent income in the Cruise Ship &
Land-Tour Industry. Seasonal &
full-time employment available.
No exp necessary. For info. call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C57385.

3128

A-,-A.,...--:Co-:R:-u"""1"'"s=-E-=s:-:-H"""I=-ps=-=-H"""IR=1 NG I
EARN BIG $$$ + FREE WORLD
TRAVEL
(CARIBBEAN,
EUROPE. HAWAII, ETC.) SUMMER/PERMANENT, NO EXPER.
NEC. GUIDE. (919)929-4398 ext.
E1060

MtJBI.JmM01111

PoBBBNT
PoBM.l.LB
Lon dP J'O[!M)
~OIJlWVEMBN.111

Career Opp. for PT Phys. Re-hab
Aide for the 3-11 shift and avail·
able for weekends. Day time hrs.
on 'weekends possible. Must be
organ. & dependable. Exper. prefer. but will train the right person.
Apply in person at 738 18th
Street, Charleston, IL. EOE.
5/6
_H_E_L_P_W_A~N=T=E=D-:~C-A~M-=-=P.......,..,.NEW

HOPE IS NOW LOOKING FOR
MALE AND FEMALE NIGHT
COUNSELORS FOR THEIR
SUMMER PROGRAM. THE
SUMMER SEASON RUNS,
JUNE, JULY AND AUGUST. IF
INTERESTED OR HAVE QUES·
TIONS PLEASE CALL CAMP
HEW HOPE- 895-2341. (MON.FRI.).

----------'3124

The Coalition Against Domestic
Violence will train individuals
interested in staffing our hotline.
Volunteer training begins March
24th. Call the CADV for more
information 348·5931 .

--~-------3124

Community Integration Services
is accepting applications for a
Full-Time Case Manager.
Activities of daily living will be
taught, including understanding
mental illness, medication management, provision of linkage to
various community services, etc.
Bachelors degree required in
social work, psychology or related
counseling field preferred, or
MHP status. Must have trans·
portation. Salary negotiable;
attractive benefits package. Send
resume and 3 letters or reference
by March 27, 1995 to Lauren
Roberts-Koester, Heartland
Human Services, PO Box 1047,
Effingham, IL 62401. (E.O.E.)

____ ______3122.

Pizza maker wanted part time,
apply in person after 4 PM,
Pagllei's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.

--------~-'516

STUDENTS NEEDED! National
Parks are now hinng seasonal &
full-time. Forestry workers, park
rangers, firefighters, lifeguards, +
more. Excellent benefits + bonuses! Call: 1-206-545-4804 ext.
N573,85.

College students 18 and over
who wants to earn excellent
income on part time basis.
Male/female call 849-3458 or
write P.O. Box 220, Toledo, IL
62468.

----------.,,3/2.7

NAPERVILLE IL MOVING COMPANY seeking to fill 30-40 positions for mover's helpers. Lots of
overtime. $5,000 for summer possible. Please call 708-717-6959.
Leave message.
-~~~-,-,-.--,..--.,.....,.-::3131
Hey Guys, Need a Job? We
need HELP! We are looking for
a few strong guys to be landscapers & help at our nursery.
Must have transportation & be
available for spring & summer:
Apply at Four Seasons Garden
Center,
South
4th
St.,
Charleston or 312 N . Logan,
Mattoon. 345-3613.

3123

s__
U_M_M_E__R--,::C-:-A-=-M--P-=F-=-o-=-R-C=-H·ILDREN AND ADULTS WHO ARE
SEVERE AND EDUCABLE
MENTALLY HANDICAPPED
NEEDS
CARING
AND
RESPONSIBLE VOLUNTEER
STAFF, COUNSELORS AND
NIGHT SECURITY. Residential
camp sessions run from July 915 and/or July 16-21, in
Yorkville, IL six miles SW of
Aurora. All sleeping and eating
arrangements are provided for
and immediate response is
needed to save camp. Activities
Include: swimming, fishing,
boating, drama, arts and crafts,
music/dance. Call Toll Free 1
(800) 323-7265 or, on campus,
call llm at 345-1358.

-~-------,-3122

FINANCIAL PARA-PLANNER
The nations leading financial
planning firm is now interviewing
for the position of a Para-Planner
to provide on-going support and
who is extremely proficient on all
computer systems. The Ideal candidate will be hard-working, self
motivated professional with both
financial and computer experience. Send resumes to:
American Express Financial
Advisors, P.O. Box 862, Mattoon,
IL61938.

Classified Ad Form
Name:~---------------
Address: - - --

- - -- --

Phone: ;;..-_ _ __

-

------

_ __ _ _.Student

0

Yes

0

No

Dates to mn _______________

Ad to read:

27 Type of chatter
29 Long March
t Italian sports
leader
car, informally
32COMICAL
s Prez's he!Per
:Ml Revealing dress
9 Beat with feet
37 N.B.A. coach
t4 View from some
Unsaid
dorms
38 Coal-dousing
15Science
sound
,
• magazine
39 UNETHICAL
t8Burned up
44 Skiing champ
t7 Perennial
Tommy
basketball
45 Enlightenment
powerhouse
philosopher
ta Lo-fat
48 Chablis, e.g.
t9 Checkers master 47 Expose
20 Elec. coolers
480ccupy
2t THEATRICAL
52 RHYTHMICAL
23 Nap in Nogales 58 Have a bout with
25 Start of
59 Alimentary
36-Down's motto
canal section
60 Slave of Amneris
26 Type of stripe

Under Classification of: - - - - - -- - -- -- - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad._ _ _ __ __ Compositor _ _ __ _

no. ~ys
Payment:
0 Cash

Now hiring bartenders & kitchen
staff for Spring and Summer. Apply
in person at Stix, 1412 4th St.
-----'------'3/31
Wanted part time help with desk
top publishing skins. Must be current in pagemaker or Quark. Call
348-1832.

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number,_ __ _ _ _

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive qay thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

Wanted: female bartender, weekends, 21+, excellent pay. Must be
outgoing, no exp. needed. Apply
within. Friendly Inn, Ashmore.

--~------=3131

ADVERTISE OPEN POSITIONS
IN YOUR BUSINESS IN THE
DAILY EASTERN NEWS I

EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Business meeting at 5:30pm .in the
Effingham Room, MLK Union. Bowl-A-Thon money is due!
ASSOC OF HONORS Students meeting at 7pm in Lumpkin Hall.
UNIVERSITY BOARD HOMECOMING meeting at 9:30pm in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room, MLK Union.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP presents "4 Heaven's Sake"
Acapella concert at 7pm at the Christian Campus House, 2231 S. 4th
St. Call 345-6990 for rides or info.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT STUDENT Senate meeting at 7pm in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room, MLK Union. Everyone invited and encouraged to
attend.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH Lenten Service & Student Center
open at 7pm and 8-11 pm, respectively, at the church on 9th St. across
from Tarble Arts Center. Everyone welcome.
ETA SIGMA GAMMA meeting at 6:30pm in 169 Lantz.
DELTA SIGMA THETA "Mother's Appreciation Dinner" at 6pm on
March 26 in ttie African-American Cultural Center. If interested in being
honored as a mother & student, please contact us: DeReese- 3459550.
DELTA SIGMA THETA "Delta Pan-Pan" at 5pm in the African-American
Cultural Center. Come pig out on pizza with the Delta's!!!
PSI CHI MEETING at 6pm in the Psychology Lounge. Bring check·
books for banquet, tum in money for fundraising cards, and elections of
new officers will be held.
SHAM (SOCIETY FOR Human Resource Mgt) Mandatory Speaker
meeting at 6pm in 102 Lumpkin.
GREEK WEEK PUBLIC Relations Committee meeting at 8pm in the
third floor MLK Union. All chapters must have committee members present or 2 reps.
CAREER PLANNING AND Placement Center presents "Successful
Interviewing Techniques" from 4-5pm in the Charleston/Mattoon
Rooms, MLK Union. Free to students & alumni.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER "Soup & Scripture" et 6pm in the
Newman Center, 9th and Lincoln.
.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass at 9pm, with fellowship following, at the Newman Chapel, 9th and Lincoln.
PHI GAMMA NU Executive Board meeting at 6pm in 027 Lumpkin.

~~---~~~-~411

ACROSS

Btu 11' ~TD

[

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips ere run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-protlt campus oraanjzational event All Clips should be submitted lo
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday Is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Cllps submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Cllp that la
iUegible or contains conflicting Information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

81 Current
-5-Across
82 Distress signal
83Trudge
M"Your turn," via
radio
65 Worked with
nails
66 Tunnel, e.g.
67 Propensity

DOWN
1 Seashades
2 Soap star Susan
3 Bagu;;
4Nabokov
heroine
5 Stromboli, e.g.
6 Radiate
7 Within: Prefix
a Boardwalk
abutter
9 Mosque feature
10 Skater Heiden
and others
t t Curbside cry
t2 Beau
Brummell's
school
13 Escalator
inventor Jesse
2t Persevering
22Cronies
24 Parsley part
27 More than
lethargic
2a Platter
29 Chief
30Domed
projection
3t Saturn's wife

59
62
65
Puzzle by Cathy Mlllhauser

32 Slangy goodbye
33 Writer Rice
34TVlawyer
Marshall
35 ~up in Smoke"
co-star. 1978
36 "The Wizard of
Oz" fil.m
company
40 Kind of milk
41 Estate near
Atlanta
42 Middling
43 Quaff quantity

47 Skylike, maybe

54Ardor

49 Heavenward

55 De Soto
contempor

so Bridge king

56 Hawaii Count1
capital

51 Strain
52 Instant
531934hit·~

57 Tiki, e.g.

Do Is Dream of
You•

WEDNESDAY

Nova
Movie:LadyK~ler

Roseanne

Movie:Child's Cry

Unhappily/After
Great Performances

Prime Time Live
N
News
Jay Leno(10:35)

News
David (10:35)

News
Married •.. (10:35)

SportsCenter

Wings
Wings

Movie

Movie:

Party of Fi\'e
Star Trek the Next
Wild Side

Walk on the
Mclaughlin

News
Will BO'{ is Here

Cops

the Beast

Movie

Movie:

WEDNES

DAY
MARCH 72, 1005

9

TmDmIIMmft~

_
Licensed Mass. Adoption Agency
helping those considering an
adoptive placement. Legal, confi·
dential. Allowable expenses paid.
Call 800-333·3424 for more Information.
- - - -- 3120-24, 4110-14
Loving Catholic family eager to
provide love, travel, financial
security and beautiful new home
for newborn. Registered nurse
mom/computer
Program
Designer Dad. Married 12
years. Private and confidential.
Please call Hank/Elaine at 1800·493-BABY (2229) or our
attorney, Theresa , 309-6921087, anytime.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _312.8

&cager to adopt infant. Happily

nwried couple will offer devotion,
..Curlty, and LOTS OF LOVE.
Let's talk. Call 618-876-7039.

-----'3122,9,415, 12, 19

3 Females looking for extra roommate male or Female 95/96. $160
month plus 114 utilities . Call
Noelle or Amy 345-5738.

.:T;"'""- -:--:,---..,,--:-::-=-:-=-312.4
wanted:· Renter for 95-96 School
year In beautiful 7th St. apt. 2
brm, fireplace. Contact Sarah at
581-2146.

L
Sublessors Needed: Stay Cool
this summerl Duplex apartment
Available for 2-3 people. A.C., 2
bedrooms,' 1 112 baths and patio
qreat for grilling out! Pets
allowed. Call Stacy or Michelle at
345-1618.

------,...,-- ----::3124

Summer sublessor needed. Ai r
conditioned, 1 bedroom apartment. Close to campus. Security
building which includes laundry
facilities. Reasonable rent. Call
348-1728.

--------~31.24

Now leasing, 1995-96 school
year. Two-bedroom furnished
apartments. tJ!cArthur Manor
Apartment, 913-917 Fourth St.
345-2231 Monday-Friday, 8-5.

Avail. June 1 BR and 2 BR furn
apts. 1 yr lease . NO PETS.
Water/Trash Incl. 947 4th St. 348-

=--=--=--~..,_--.,.--·511

House for 5 girls Window A.C .
and Washer & Dryer. 1O month
lease $150 each. 345-9670.

Two bedrooms for 3 or 4 people
avail. Fall '95. Furnished, dishwasher, garbage disposal, laundry facilities. Call 345-2363.

--~-----~-·sti

Houses for 4-5 students .
Furnished. Close to EIU. No pets.
345-6621. Leave message.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,511

Spacious 4 Bedroom house. Low
utilities. Free Laundry & partllng.
PETS ALLOWED! Jackie/Deb
581-8016.

- - - -- - - --3124

3 bedroom Duplex, 1718 106'
for 95-96 school year. Burt &
Burt Enterprises. Call 232-4466
for appointment. This is a local
call.

_ _ _ _ __ __ _ .3131

Swim and exercise year •round3 Bedroom Apartment at the
Atrium· only a few left for 95-96
Yr. Call Unique Homes 3455022.
ca318-10,22-4
F....,O,...,R-S,...,U-M.,.M--,E""
R-- ONE BED·
ROOM UNFURNISHED APT·
NICE , CLOSE TO CAMPUS,
LOW UTILITIES· $325/MONTH.
CALL 348-5575.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3110,20-4
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
CENTRAL AIR, POOL. ONLY A
FEW CHOICE APARTMENTS
LEFT. 345·6000.

_ _ __ _ _ _ ___516

Summer, 5 bedroom house 314
Polk, 3 bedroom house 1806
11th, 2 bedroom apartment. 348-

5032.
---~----~-3124

Two Quiet Renters for nice 2BDR
apt. between EIU and Wal-Mart.
Part furn. $265.00 each lnclu
water, elec., trash, cable, 12
month lease Dep. and ref. req .
348-0979.

-

.

3/'ZT

---------~·3124

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,511
Ohe or two bedroom apartmeat
available. Close to campus, one
to four people. 345-6533.

LET ME IN!

~-'GO
'(OJ

A.'Hr...'< ·'

CAN ~Mi
11'-l t-. IREE!

Carrie & Heidi· Smokey Nuts!
Hows Uncle Sam? How's Rocket
Boy? Is initial boy gay? Men are
seagulls! Love Penny.

AST Greek Sing: Lets get exclt·
edl Keep up all the hard work,
soon it will pay off!

---~--=------'3122

Congratulations to Amy Kridner of
AST on. being scholar ot the week!
Your sisters are proud of you!

Helene & Kelly- This is no longer
a vacation- its a quest. My dad
always tells me ... Drunk Jengawatch this I before E except after
C. Hey· get me a beer! Love
Patti.

,.,-----------~·3127

SUSlE JAROS of TRl·SIGMA:
Congratulations on getting pinned
to Jim Lord of Alpha Kappa
Lambda at U or Ill Your sisters
are very happy for you!

Haro Extreme Mtn. Bike 20 In.
Excellent cond. $425. 345-9593.

,,,..,,..,,,...,~...,,,...-------3127

FOR SALE: Sony 1O Disc Audio
CD player with remote. Call 3452755.

--------- -----'3124
1~

Trek 920, many features ,

l=orast Green, less than 15 mi.
$400. 345-3128.

______ _ __ ___.3124

ADULT GREEN IGUANA VERY
HEALTHY NEEDS LOVE & GOOD
HOME- $50 O/BIO. 581·3122.

_ _.,_____ _ _ ___:3123

Waterbed , super-single , good
condition , supplies included .
$75.00. Call 345·9431 .

~Wl,llAIT111.f"(!Blm_.1111.~'ftllW

"
Are you searching for a job? Get
a great looking resume at Copy
Express. MLK, Jr. Univ. Union·
Room 202- 581•3820.

_ _ _ __ _ _ ___,3124

The Friendly Inn, Ashmore (8 mi.
E. of Charlaston)"1st annual Ann
wrestling Contest Friday March
24. 21 to enter- Never a cover,
7pm sign-in (anyone wrestles).
Prizes, trophi_e s awarded.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3124
Cheap, Cheap, Cheap and we do

au the wott<.

Copy Express, MU<.
Jr. Univ Union. Rm 202, 581-3820.

________ _ __ 3124

Sigma Phi Epsilon Informal
Rush this Saturday at noon.
Come enjoy some Barbequed
food and meet the guys . For
more Info or questions Call
Craig at 581-2718.

________ _ _ _.3122

_ _ _ _ ______3122

Peppermint Patti· Moo! Had any
dreams of dancing pickles lately?
How's Chipper? I like your hat·
can I have it? Watch out for seagulls! Did you tell T. R. two up on
the lid Big Daddy? Love- Helene
and Kelly.

= - - - - - -- - --3122

EIU LSAT pr•p course begins
Thursday night March 28 Room
210 CH at 7:00 pm. Applications
for the course will be at the
Wed. meetings Room 210 CH
4:00pm or contact Larry at 3459128 or Steve at 348-1381 . Get
your applications as soon as
poss ib l e . Don't waste this
opportunity to better your future .
Thanks.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _____3130

Gym.

-----------:---:-312.4

GRETCHEN YOUNG : Happy
21st 8-day, Gertie! Get 1'98dy for
tonite! Can't believe it's finally
here!
_ _Love,
_ _Jennie.
______3122

---~-~----·3/'ZT

5

:Phone/Address~~~~~~~~~~~

e~ Date to run _____'--_ _.....Accepted by
: Cost: $12

;

QCash

~

QCheck#_

i
_

_

HOW: Fill out the
ad below and take
it to the Student
Publications
business office
with payment.
WHEN: 3 business
days before the ad
is to be published.

'
~

Is . . . . .
,~

1·

...
bl..
a-nk_t_o_th_e_i_eft_._

I:

Limit your ad
message to 4
lines (please).

(

_ _ __ _ __ ____.3122

I

I.

Hiii-if'

--~,----,-,..,..--........,.,,.,,--3122

John Klemm- Congratulations on
being elected President of Delta
Sigma Phi. Love, Monica.

---------~3122

Ra'.£~8£~0

•The 10 words for $1 is available to any non-commercial indi·
vidual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than
$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All
items must be priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
Y!W'f, SHAl</N IN MY 800'!5 !
1

a»fB ON, CUNTCW 15N'TA

Pl.AYIJR ANYMO!l£l He~IR

l'lfl,&YAIVT 70 '/He~.'

1=

Bring in a photo of your birthday friend and (
we will place it in the ad for you! Be sure to
write your name/phone number on the
:
back of the photo.

.\~ F~Ci, \\£\.\ H£" \1GI, ~\.\'{
~'t ~OJ GO \~ 1'\.\Eti.~ Of

l J\l'ST

i

Write your
message in the

by Bill Watterson

~'C.?

a

PINK PANTHER TRYOUTS
March '21-23 6-10 P.M . Lantz

Joey's: Sandwiches made with
our Homemade Bread and Buns;
DELIVERED VERY, VERY,
VERY, VERY FAST: DELICIOUS!!
JOE~S: REMEMBER, YOUR
DAD WANTS YOU TO EAT AT
JOEY'S. (WE DELIVER BEEF·
NOT GREASE) ~5-2466.

2306.

~

i: Advertiser _ _ _ _ _ _- ' - - - - - - - - - -

~------------c-:3/.22

KATIE THOMPSON- Happy 21st
Birthday Old Lady! Watch out
tonight! Love Ya· Amber and
Beth.

-----~---3123

I

Congratulations Pearts of Alpha
Sigma Alpha on entering
Dedication Daysi Your Ruby
Sisters
love you! ____3122.
_______

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3124

tiouse to rent 3·4 Bdrms, pool
table,
1O month
lease,
$150/month near campus. 345·

HIRllHDHHllllHll,

I

Alpha Tuggs: Keep up the hard
worid All your work will pay off in
the end!
,..,--,---- ---.,..--3122
Val your doing a great job with
Greek Sing! Those long Spring
nights will pay off! Alpha Love
Your sisters.

Working with a college student's
budget? Then Copy Express is
the place for you. 581-3820- Rm
202 MLK, Jr. Univ. Union.

__________.3124

111....1111

Make Your
i
Friends' birthday
a BIG SURPRISE
with a Birthday ad in
The Daily Eastern News

=---,.,..----=-,,,.......,...,~312.4

Dana· Hows Fat Freddy? Love
Patti.

STUDENTS EACH. 1919 9th St
and 1222 DIVISION. Call 348-

2 Bedroom Furnished apartment
Above Panthers. Giris only. $210
each, water & trash included .
348-0288.

~--~---~~-~

3122

Miyata Road Bike $150 fast,
lightweight excellent cond . 345·
9593.

CONGRATULATIONS TO BRIAN
PIERCE OF SIGMA PHI
EPSILON ON LAVALIERING
JENNY RUSCITTI OF ALPHA
GAMMA
DELTA.
YOUR
BROTHERS ARE HAPPY FOR
YOU!

rllDH9IlllHilll . . . llDrlunu.IIllllillll

T~O-K_E..,.N""S..,B,,...,l.,.G-F...,
ILM....,..,-.,,,PR
"'"OC
.,-,,-ESS·

2
- -4__,B__
E__
o=R=OOM~-H-ou-,--s=E=s-FO
...: R 4

3124

- -- - - - ----'3122

ING SALE ON NOW! $1.00 off
and a free 5 X 7 dnlargement with
each roll. You save $3.40 per
Roll! No Limit/No Coupons. SALE
ENDS SATURDAY!

Calvin and Hobbes
iOOR MOM
S/>.\D I
COOLO SiM
HER£!

___.I I.____ __

ASA Airband· you're shockingly
GOLDI You're doing a great job
keep up the good work!

0091
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3'23
__
Nice-close to campus furnished
houses for 1995·96 school year.
12 month lease, $195/mo. Call
345-3148 evenings.

7746.

_ __ _ _ _ _,___ _,511

GIRLS 3 bedroom furnished
house, good location. Available
August 16th, washer, dryer and
AC. One year lease. No pets rent
$630/mo. Call 345-7286.

1 sublessor needed for sunvner.
3 bedrooms, fully furnished, own
345-1520
room.
_ _Call
__
_ __ for
_ details.
_ 3124
bedroom apt. close to campus.
Rent negotiable. Call 345-3559.

-----~~--·3127

Avail. June/Aug. 2 BR unf. apts.
10 or 12 mo. lease. NO PETS.
Water/Trash incl. 947 4th St. 348-

FaU '95 Nice House for 3-5 girts
near EIU. Furnished. 348-8406.

Park Place II- Summer '95 Nicely,
Furnished 3BR, Low Utilities and
great location. Call 348-5223.

Stmmer IUblessor needed for one

_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _3122.

--~---~--~511

Two and three-bedroom houses
for Fall 95-96. All close to cam·
pus. 345·3554.

_ _ _ __ _ _ ____,3124

7746.

_

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Phone: _ __ _ __
Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Message:

(one word per line)

Person accepting ad-- - -- - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use

Cll'IJ~

No. wat:d&'dQ.)'s~--.------·Amount clur ·~ _ _

Wednesday, March 22 , 1995
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Defaults leads to tennis win
Vmcennes defaulted again in doubles, as the
No. 3 pair of Alexander and Pat Mellin drew the
win. The No. 1 combination of Rozboril and
The men's tennis team opened its home sea- Macey lost to Grahn and Breag, 2-8, and the
son with another victory Tuesday afternoon No. 2 duo of Ivers and Kuhl defeated King and
against Vincennes University, winning 5-2. Stockall, 8-2.
Vmcennes did not prove to be much of a chalHead coach Rosie Kramarski was happy with
lenge, taking two defaults in the mat.ch because the win but suggested that the defaults eased
its No. 3 player was out with an injury.
the road to victory. She noticed weaknesses in
The defaults came into play early in the her team's play, indicating a need to make
match and helped Eastern, now 9-5 overall, improvements when earning a point.
secure the victory because oflosses by the No. 1
"Today we were able to control and set up a
player Brad Rozboril, 0-6, 6-2 to Magnus point, but we need work on executing the last
Grahn, and the No. 2 seed George Macey, o..a, 2- shot of the point," said Kramarski. "Hopefully
6 to Daniel Breag.
we can do this by concentrating and remaining
No. 3 player Ryan Ivers beat Jeremy King, 6- focused through the entire point and the
3, 6-2; No. 4 Brandon Kuhl defeated Gary mat.ch."
Stockall, 6-2, 6-2; No. 5 Dennis Alexander beat
The men's next match is against the
Eric Mellencamp, 6-1, 6-1; and No. 6 seed Jeff University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee on
Lindstrom won by default.
Friday at 3 p.m. at home on the Weller courts.
By DONNA RUF

Std9lfter

retired in Boston Garden.
The ceremony honoring
Lewis, combined with a visit
by Michael Jordan and the
Chicago Bulls, was preceded
Tuesday night by a telethon
to raise money for the Reggie
Lewis Foundation.
At a brief news appearance
before the telethon, Lewis'
widow, Donna Harris-Lewis,
continued to disparage

t From Page 12
up in defense of their "right" to compete was a
not.able departure from the relative anonymity in
which they usually exist.
The truth is, the swimmers and wrestlers drew
more attention when their sports faced elimination than they have for their competition in the
pool and on the mat. While their near brush with
the gender-equity death penalty may ultimately
prove to be little more than a blip on the Panther
athletic screen, at least they had their day in the
sun.

But the entire situation is one that never
should have existed.
The party line out of Old Main and the Lantz
Building during the past six months has been that
the sports were originally eliminated because of
an unwillingness by the OCR to accept any other
kind ofproposal.
Eastern Athletic Director Bob McBee and Joms
have repeatedly painted the OCR as the bad guy,
blaming the OCR's Chicago office for "bullying"
the university into a settlement. Yet when Jorns

Depression

Dr.B u d Sanders,
Couns eling Cent:er
Thurs., March 23; 1995, 7:00 p .m.
Effingham Rm, MLK Union
oponaored by the EIU Counaellng Center

approached the OCR in search of a new settlement (read: the restoration of wrestling and men's
swimming and the addition of women's golf) the
OCR's reaction was that Eastern was given the
opportunity to present such a proposal last fall.
In reality, Jorns, McBee and the entire university have collectively managEld to save more face
than can be seen in a Jim Carrey Film Festival.
rpie original elimination of the two sports was
nothing more than a self-imposed public relations
nightmare.
With the two teams now restored, it seems
quite likely that the university rushed into a settlement last fall without much effort to make that
settlement a good one.
The Eastern Athletic Department is certainly
not without its problems, and a proactive, hardcharging work ethic does produce results. But the
department has seen more change during
McBee's first nine months than a Taco Bell
cashier.
And like Taco Bell, Eastem's entire Title IX
debacle has left little more than a bad taste in
everyone's mouth.

~

For inside dining onry
We now accept credit cards on Deliveries

$I:~~I fu~1 '61icier •
With Garlic Bread I WSA
$3.14 With Salad

.........Lincoln
.....................1606
..... ... Ave.

tr''W

$400 Amaretto ' ~
Sour Pitchers

~

'
Wet T-Shirt Contest
$100 00

'

~

•

~

·

J

345-3400

7r;e

········~

LINCOLN AVE.
:345-2844

r-------------------,

! $2.00 OFF !
y~ :' Large Pizza ! i
L

In the Studio

WILL

Doudna f ine Arts Center

WORK
FOR

8pm • MaPCh 22 ,25,
29, 30

& April 1

2pm • MaPCh 26
&t\pril 2
T1ckelson """ now at ti... Ticlel Off-oce

YOU!!

or b~ call;nq 581- 3110

Expires 3/29/95

1

.J

FIRST VISIT FREE*
•GENTLE, LOW FORCE, VERY EFFECT1VE.
•REASONABLE FEES AFTER RRST VISn:
•NO EXCESSIVE TREATMENT PROGRAMS.
•HIGH ETHICAL & CHIROPRACTIC STANDARDS.

ROUTINE OFFICE VISIT I MANIPULATION
ONLY $15.00"

ii1llllllA'''''~ ~

DRs. DoN & NANcv S ELVIDGE

CHARLESTON

345-1190
MATTOON

• INC LUDES CONSULTAT ION, EXAM, X-RAYS (IF NEEDED).
S IMPLY MENTION THIS AD.
-CHARLESTON OFFICE ONLY.

235-4664

Eastern Illinois Students
Present Your Eastern Illinois
Univ. I.D. card and get your
second set of prints for only

~~®®

1 Hour Photo

WALMART SUPERCENTER
Mattoon, IL (21 7) 235-6773

r ------

I
I
I

~
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ATLUGHNASA

reports that her husband
'used cocaine as merely "allegations."
"I wish my children were a
little older so they could
appreciate this tribute more,"
said Harris-Lewis, who heads
the charitable foundation
named for her husband.
"Tonight and tomorrow are
a celebration of his life and
career on and off the court."

Spagbett-1 Spec•a
Eve-.-y ~ednesday

This seminar is designed for
people who would like to learn
about c:leptession, how it
effects you or a friend, and how
to cope more effectively to
regain a sun,nie r ou tlook.

TheatPe

Presents
Brian Friel's

THEY

Report: Lewis did cocaine with Bias
BOSTON (AP) - The
Reggie Lewis story took
another twist Tuesday, with a
report the former Celtics captain once did cocaine with Len
Bias - an All-American who
died of an overdose days after
being drafted by Boston.
A roommate of Lewis was
quick to deny the report,
which surfaced the day before
Lewis' No. 35 was to be

Universify

When your
moneys
running out,
and the rent
is coming due... Sell your stuff
in The News'
Classifieds!

OOOD7 DAYS AWBP.l
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Get a Large 14" Pan or a
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The DBilJ ED.8te:rn New8

W-e9ne day, March 22.
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Jordan and Kukoc: Together at last
DEERFIELD (AP) - When Michael
Jordan retired in 1993, 'lbni Kukoc cried . .
Europe's Earl of Roundball so very much
wanted to play with the NB.Ns Prince of
Mid-Air.
Now that Jordan has un-retired,. Kukoc
has his chance. Or so it appears.
But Kukoc seemed lost Sunday during
Jordan's return engagement, and Chicago
Bulls coach Phil Jackson already is talking about lineup changes.
"Toni's the only member of the starting
group who has never played with Michael,
so he's got the most adjusting to do. It's
going to be a while," Jackson said after
Tuesday's practice.
"We're going to stick with 'lbni a little
bit and see how he does. We always know
that we can find a way for him to come off
the bench and contribute." When the
Bulls rallied in the second half of Sunday's
103-96 overtime loss at Indiana, Kukoc
was on the bench. Jackson used unheralded Corie Blount, a better rebounder and
defender, at power forward.
Either Blount or Larry Krystkowiak,
who on Tuesday was activated from the
injured list, could eventually start.
·Kukoc, who has avoided the media the
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camps," Eisner said. "I see him
from a competitive standpoint.
In pickup games at camp with
some of the other guys, he
never wanted to lose. He is just
a very competitive person."
Odumuyiwa also attended
Jordan's camp and said that

last few days, hates coming off the bench.
When he finally cracked the· starting lineup in late December, he considered it a
milestone in his two-year NBA career.
Jordan said he'll do whatever he can to
help Kukoc, who takes averages of 16.3
points, 5.4 rebounds and 4.6 assists into
Wednesday night's game at Boston
Garden.
"I'll just try to get to know him personally," Jordan said.
"He's a very emotional type of guy. He's
in another country and still has some
sense of uncomfortability here. Hopefully,
my reputation will precede me to a point
where I can help him relax, talk to him,
don't criticize him, don't blame, but just
help him and talk to him on the court."
Jordan did so often Sunday, even patting Kukoc on the back after he was criticized by Jackson. Despite Jordan's support, Kukoc had only 7 points, three
rebounds and one assist in 27 minutes. He
played tentatively, passing up open
jumpers to look for Jordan and Scottie
Pippen.
"He was kind of rattled because of the
whole situation. Certainly, he didn't play
well," Jordan said. "I let him know I didn't

while Michael seemed to like
all the attention, he also
enjoyed his moments away
from the limelight.
"When I was at his basketball camp in 1988, he liked
being around us (players), but
he also liked his privacy."
. The words "Michael Jordan"
are known around the globe
'
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comeback when the Bulls face the conference-leading Orlando Magic at the
United Center.
"I'm very excited about the game,"
said senior communication disorders
and sciences major Trina Easley. "It's
his first home game back, and it's the
chance of a lifetime to get to see him
play again in person."
Freshman history major Seth Adkins
claims he is "one of the world's biggest
Michael fans." His feelings are quite
predictable.
"I think it's great M.J. is back,"
Adkins said. "He brings a lot to the
game, and I guess I didn't realize just
how much I missed him."
For every hundred or so joyous reactions to Jordan's return, their are a couple of criticisms, all accompanied by the

play well either. That happens. You're
going to have bad games. It's how you
rebound from those games, learn from
those games. I want to make sure that he
believes in himself"
Until Jordan's return, Kukoc had been
the Bulls' second-best player this season,
ranking behind only Pippen in scoring and
assists. .
Kukoc is a gifted offensive player. But
at 6-foot-11, he's a small forward or shooting guard in a power forward's body; he
doesn't like contact and isn't strong either
defensively or on the boards.
"Toni needs the ball in his hands to play
effectively," guard Steve Kerr said. "But
the fact is that the ball is not going to be
in his hands very much anymore. It's
going to be in Michael's and Scottie's
hands."
Making matters interesting is 'that
Kukoc's average annual salary of $4.33
million is more than Jordan ever made
with the Bulls.
Kukoc would only get about 15 minutes
a game backing up Pippen and Jordan.
Throw in another 12 minutes playing
alongside Pippen and Jordan, and that's
27 minutes at the most.

and that is evident when talking to East.em women's basketball player Barbora Garbova,
who lived in Slavakia all her
life before coming to Eastern
last year to play ball.
Garbova said Jordan's name
is just as popular in her native
land as it is in the U.S.
"I think he's the most popu-

lar name in the world," Garbova said. "I think he just
wants to do something and he's
a great basketball player so he
decided to come back.
"I saw his closing (retirement) ceremony and I didn't
expect him to come back. But I
think that Chicago needs him
now."

Scott then quieted and lowered her
admission that Jorcjan. was, and is, one
head before saying, "He is great
the greatest players ever.
"I like Michael. I just don't like the though."
way he gets to go about coming back,"
With all the negative news that accusaid Amber Coffman, who will also be at mulates in sports, from the constant
the game in Chicago on Friday. "I would baseball bickering over a few million
hate to be the one that has to give up dollars to the discovery of Reggie Lewis'
use of cocaine before his death, this
his spot for him."
Coffman also admitted that she is an dream-turned-reality brings a smile to
Orlando Magic fan, and will be cautious just about everyone.
The world can breathe again. No
about how loudly she cheers for Jordan's
more nights of watching Bulls games
first home opponent.
"I'll be wearing my Magic shirt, but I half-way through before changing the
won't cheer too loudly. I'll be kind of channel. The sun shines on the sporting
world, especially Chicago, once more.
secretive about it," she said.
That seems to be the theme to the
Jennifer Scott, a freshman journalism
major, has not jumped on the "Michael entire story: even those who don't profess a fondness in their heart for
Jordan Comeback Tour" bandwagon.
"I think it's ridiculous," said Scott. Michael Jordan can't help but see the
"He thinks he can come back after all light at the end of this year and a half
this time and just snap his fingers and nightmare.
Chicago's prodigal son has returned.
get a spot on the team again."
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Let's give
credit where
credit is due
They're back, and I'm glad.
There. I've said it, and I feel
as though the burden of a
stray feather has been lifted
from my shoulders.
With Monday's announcement that Eastern's wrestling
and men's swimming teams
had been reinstated, I was
reminded of suggestions I had
made that such a development
was unlikely to occur.
But in the end, the athletic
resurrection came with all the
shock of Michael Jordan's
return to the NBA We all
wanted to see it, but when it
became official, it brought with
it the surprise of an Eastern
team finishing with a sub-.500
record.
Personally, I think it was
the Feb. 2 demonstrationrally-protest by the wrestlers
and swimmers that put them
over the top. You know, the one
where they walked in circles
for an hour outside Eastern
President David Jorns' empty
office on a day he was reportedly .sick at home.
Or maybe it was the
wrestlers' and swimmers'
repeated pleas to the student
and faculty senates. Both bodies seem as though they likely
have extensive influence in
such affairs.
It might have been the
countless letters in the News
authored by irate students,
parents and fans in response
to September's elimination of
the two sports. Public officials
usually respond promptly to
such insurrection, right?
Boy, I tell you, don't let anybody say activism at Eastern
is dead.
And it's imperative that
these efforts be given the credit they deserve. We wouldn't
want anyone to think the
sports actually were restored
in response to a nationwide
uprising by other schools and
teams caught in the same gender-equity vice.
We couldn't allow the notion
to exist that the U.S. Department of Education's Office for
Civil Rights has drawn more
heat than university officials
roasting over an open fire.
And we certainly must ·
thwart the misconception that
dramatic changes loom on the
Washington, D.C., horizon that
would have made the restoration of these two teams essential.
In all fairness, the action
taken by the swimmers and
wrestlers, however ineffective
and uninfluential, was indeed
refreshing. To see the wronged
and mistreated athletes rise
t See MANKER Page 10

Baseball Panthers scalp Illini
wm· ends 13game drought
against Illinois
By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer

Going into the final inning, it
looked like the Eastern baseball
team was going to drop its 14th
consecutive contest to the
University of Illinois Tuesday
afternoon at Monier Field.
But a dramatic four-run
ninth inning rally enabled the
Panthers (6-7) to top the Illini
(6-11), for the first time in eight
years, by a 6-5 score.
Down 5-2 going into the final
frame, pinch-hitter Rob Nicholes was the first Panther to
reach the base on a walk from
Illini pitcher Sean Williams.
Nicholes then advanced to
second when senior Melesio
Salazar grounded out to the
first baseman for the second
Panther out.
Down by three runs and only
one out left, the game seemed
all but over.
But freshman Josh Zink kept
the rally alive, as his single
scored Nicholes and cut the
deficit to 5-3. After a 'Tuny Gilio
walk, junior Travis Hayes' single scored Zink to trim Illinois'
advantage to one run.
Then junior Shane Hesse's
single scored Gilio to tie the
score at five, which also put the
winning run at third base.
Pinch-hitter Doug Zywiciel
then stepped up to the plate,
but he didn't need to swing his

ELISSA BROADHURST/Assoc. photo editor
Eastern outfielder Ty Ziegler slid.es into second base safely Wednesday afternoon at
Monier Field during the Panthers' 6-5 win over the University of IUirwis. The win broke a
streak of 13 straight Eastern losses to the IUinL

bat to win the game. Williams
uncorked a wild pitch that went
to the backstop, enabling Hayes
to scamper home and give the
Panthers the come from behind
win.
"We just battled back," Hesse
said. "We got the singles that
we needed."
Although the Illini scalped
the Panthers last season 21-4,
Hesse explained the t.eam didn't
even think about that cont.est.
"As long as we keep playing
hard, we can beat anyone,"
Hesse said.
· Head coach Jim Schmitz was
pleased that his squad kept
chipping away, despite having
their backs against the fence.
"Everything we do leads up

to the next thing," said Schmitz a 3-2 advantage. Dusty Rhodes
in reference to the three singles singled and as Klimek was
in the last inning.
rounding third base, it appThe Panthers lit up the score- eared that he would be thrown
board first when Hesse singled out at the plate.
in Salazar for a 1-0 Eastern
But Klimek knocked the ball
free from catcher Brandt
advantage.
That score would hold up Whitehead's mitt, increasin&
until the top of the sixth when , the Illini lead to 4-2.
Illinois' Bill Antonacci drove in
But that would be all the
Josh Klimek to knot the score runs the Illini would score, 81
senior Willy Hilton (3-1) picked
at one apiece.
But in the bottom of the up the victory for the Panthers.
sixth, Hesse drilled a Jason Williams (3-2), who pitched the
Wollard pitch over the left..cen- final three innings for the Illini,
ter fence to put the Panthers was tagged with the lo'ss.
back on top 2-1.
'lbmorrow, the Panthers will
Then things seemed to fall travel to Champaign for a
apart. Illinois regained the lead rematch with the Illini. The
when Brian McClure and Brian first pitch is scheduled for 2
Schillian scored to give the Illini p.m. at Illinois Field.

Eastern coaches, players like Mike
Personnel see Jordan's
return as good for NBA
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Associate sports editor

Michael Jordan's comeback tour makes
a stop in Boston tonight in what will be
the Bulls' last game ever in Boston
Garden.
Some people think the Jordan comeback story has been over-hyped, but
according to some of Eastern's basketball
players and coaches, Jordan is a welcome
return to the NBA
"I think it's great for basketball," said
assistant men's basketball coach Todd
Eisner. "I think his poi.D.t in the press con-

ference was that, in a way, he wanted to
show some of the younger stars in the
game that they have to hold their end of
the bargain."
Eisner agrees with many NBA experts
who have said the NB.Ns image has been
in a bit of a tailspin since Jordan retired.
"I think that, personally, a lot of the
trash talking and stuff that many of the
younger players have brought into the
league doesn't represent the NBA very
well," Eisner said.
"Mike said he was going to portray the
honor of Dr. J. (Julius Erving) and Magic
(Johnson) and (Larry) Bird. He's (Jordan)
been missed. When he left in the prime of
his game, it left a kind of void in the
league.
"Shaq (O'Neal) tried to fill that void

(when Michael was gone) but he's a different kind of player."
One of Eisnet's players, forward
Michael Odumuyiwa, agreed that Joni·
an's retirement caused many people to
lose interest in basketball.
"The NBA without Michael wasn't as
exciting as it was in t he pas t ," Od11i1
muyiwa said. "Shaq tried to do it (endOl'lll
the NBA) but he didn't have the power (t.o
boost the NB.Ns popularity).
"Now that he's back, I think it puts'
NBA back at the top of sports populari
Eisner said that while Jordan may
have succeeded at baseball, that his true
competitive spirit is one of the things that
made him so popular.
"I've worked some of his (basketbaJI
• See MIKE Page 11

Three students to witness Jordan's return
By MATT ERICKSON
StaffWrtter

October 11, 1993 was perhaps the most
fateful day in sports history - an immortal
athlete announced his retirement from
basketball.
Michael Jordan, the man, the myth and
the legend, stunned the world with his
decision to hang up his Nike's a year and
a half ago.
Children wept, adults sulked, the elderly h a dn't even seen such a t ragedy.
Oppone nts w ere the only ones who
rejoiced in the fact that this super--human
would no longer be burning up the nets

against them.
Broken hearts were at least partially
consoled when Jordan made his return to
the sporting world and signed a minor
league baseball contract with the Chicago
White Sox. Although his attempts at twosport stardom fell short of hall-of-fame
caliber, he did manage to rejuvenate a
sport that saw its reputation as "national
pastime" fading fast.
Just when no one expected it, "the man"
~e back. Rumors were abundant for a
week before the game's most prominent
spokesman finally declared his return to
the Chicago Bulls with a very brief but
superhero-like statement: "I'm back!"

For a story of this m:agnitude, reacti
were not limited to just the Chicago
Cries, even tears of joy, were hear
throughout the entire world. An idol
back in the limelight, and the earth
spinning on its axis again.
The reaction on this campus seems
be one of excitement and glee. No one
deny that Jordan is an all-time great,
Eastern students especially echo t ·
response.
Some Eastern students are even fo
nate enough to get the opportunity to
history in person this Friday, as Jor
plays in his first home game since

• See RETURN P~e 11

